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ECONOMY, JOBS AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

BUSINESS SUPPORT INQUIRY 

SUBMISSION FROM Aberdeenshire Council  

 

Aberdeenshire Council is the Managing Authority for delivery of Business Gateway 

services to the Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City area. The Business Gateway 

service is a fully contracted out service. 

Information required by the committee 

a) Levels of annual spending on Business Gateway over the last ten years;  

 Aberdeen City and Shire combined £ 

Year BG budget BG contracted costs 

2008/9 1,398,000 1,163,161.55 

2009/10 1,324,000 1,260,303.94 

2010/11 1,398,000 1,361,430.69 

2011/12 1,398,000 1,421,326.72 

2012/13 1,398,000 1,514,938.70 

2013/14 1,352,000 1,270,653.51 

2014/15 1,352,000 1,342,497.30 

2015/16 1,342,000 1,342,157.60 

2016/17 1,342,000 1,349,276.01 

2017/18* 1,342,000 1,342,489.14 

*In 2017/18 an additional £300,000 was spent on business support over and above 
the Business Gateway budget and spend shown via two ERDF programmes. It is 
hoped these ERDF programmes will continue until 2023. 
 
From 2008 to 2016 any surplus funds remaining when contracted spend was less 
than the allocated budget, were given out to the business community via a first 
employee grant. This grant was designed to support a business with the costs of 
taking on an employee.  
 

b) Details of mechanisms in place to determine quality assurance; 
 
Aberdeenshire Council is the managing authority for the Aberdeenshire and 
Aberdeen city Local Authority areas and the service is contracted out to Elevator. 
The Business Gateway Manager closely monitors the delivery of the contract to 
ensure standards are maintained. Any complaints are recorded, investigated and 
followed up. 
 
Quality Assurance is carried out on behalf of all Local Authorities by the Business 
Gateway National Unit (BGNU). The following text has been provided by BGNU: 
 
Quality Assurance of the Business Gateway service is undertaken independently by 

Progressive Partnership who have been conducting Business Gateway’s ongoing customer 

satisfaction tracking survey since mid-November 2014. Respondents to this survey have all 

made contact with Business Gateway (BG). Survey invitations are sent on a weekly basis, 

https://www.elevatoruk.com/
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two weeks after the customer’s initial contact with BG (a sample is taken directly from the 

CRM system). 

Dashboard reports provide summary data for each month of the survey for agreed Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs).  The National Unit and the Lead Local Authorities monitor 

these dashboards and take action where necessary.  In addition, Progressive identify and 

forward ‘Hot Alerts’, essentially client complaints, direct to local areas to respond and take 

action against and again the National Unit and Lead Local Authorities work closely together 

on this to ensure any issues are resolved.  The service responds to 15-20 Hot Alerts per 

month, a maximum total of 240 per annum against a service handling over 50,000 enquiries 

a year, which is less than 0.5%. 

 
Nationally, customer satisfaction surveys are carried out and published quarterly. 
Over the past 5 years Aberdeenshire satisfaction rates have been 85-90% 
(extremely satisfied, very satisfied or satisfied). 
 
Feedback forms are taken after every service has been delivered. These are 
monitored and where possible suggestions are taken into consideration. 
 

c) Details of any customer feedback received in relation to the Business 
Gateway services that you offer or wider research about business support in 
your area;  

 
Feedback in this area is generally good with 85% of respondents saying their 
expectations were met or exceeded. Some examples of good feedback can be found 
on the following page. The majority of complaints are over a failure to be contacted 
by a Business Gateway adviser within a reasonable time. Complaints are 
investigated by the BUSINESS GATEWAY manager and monitored to see if 
improvements can be made. Each complaint is followed up and the majority of the 
time the client is happy with the outcome. In the last 6 months there have been 13 
complaints across the Aberdeenshire and City area out of approximately 1,250 
enquiries. During this time each complaint has been followed up and all cases 
resolved.  
 
Examples of local feedback. 
 
The whole Gateway experience has been friendly, informative and extremely useful to us. The 

sessions on Marketing, Strategy and Web development in particular have expanded our 

understanding greatly and given us lots to think about going forward. 

The coordination and communication regarding the options for support from the early days with 

yourself through to our recent Boost workshops via Catherine has been first class. 

I wouldn’t hesitate in recommending your team and their positive support and encouragement to 

anyone who finds themselves starting from scratch and looking for guidance. 

Doug Lindsay, EQ8 Consulting 

 
You helped me with my projects, workshops and networking, offered sound business advice and been 
incredibly generous with your time and energy.  
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Thank you for believing in me when I didn't believe in myself, for being honest with me, for showing 

me the ins and outs of basic business start-up through to the new additional specialist support of 

“Business Boost”. Not only has the Elevator Business Gateway shown me how to be better in my 

business but also shown how to grow and nurture it. 

Innes Gregory, AerialSense 

My business advisor was very helpfull and done everything he could to assist me [sic] 
S. Dunbar 

The coach, Catherine Holmwood was superb, very knowledgeable and I felt very comfortable working 

with her. I came away very fired up and excited and with knowledge and ideas that I had gained 

during the day. 

W. Munro 

 
d) Details about the delivery of business support services, particularly: 

o whether outsourcing or in-house is the approach taken to providing 
Business Gateway services; 

o any changes to the delivery mechanism over the last ten years and the 
rationale for this change 

 
As stated previously Aberdeenshire Council is the managing authority for the 
Aberdeen City and Shire area. A fully contracted out model is used and the service is 
delivered by Elevator, a social enterprise dedicated to supporting entrepreneurs. 
 
The contracted out model has been used since 2008 when local authorities took 
responsibility for the service. No opinion is given on which model is better but it could 
be argued that this area is one of the most successful areas based on outputs per 
population size. 
 

e) Details of any other services offered to businesses, especially SMEs and 
start-ups, by your local authority. 

 

The Business Gateway service has recently been strengthened through additional 

ERDF funding. This has allowed additional support to start ups who have growth 

potential and to support existing businesses to further grow.  

Aberdeenshire Council uses Business Gateway as the main vehicle for business 

support. However, we also have a £200k business support scheme where grants 

and loans are offered to local SMEs to support growth to benefit the North East. This 

includes a network of business advisers who, together, geographically cover all of 

Aberdeenshire’s 6,000 sq km. Aberdeenshire Council also has sector specific staff 

who provide support and expertise in areas such as energy, food and drink, tourism, 

fishing and farming. In partnership with Aberdeen City, our InvestAberdeen team 

provide advice and assistance to companies considering investing or locating to the 

area.  
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Aberdeenshire also has 6 members of staff working on regeneration and town centre 

projects which often have a considerable business focus. In addition, during 2017/18 

the council introduced a grant to support social enterprises. 

 
 

Call for views 

1. What does Business Gateway do well and where can improvements be 
made? 

 

Business Gateway is a well-known brand amongst the public and the service is easy 

to contact via telephone, email, live chat or by visiting a local office. Business 

Gateway is structured to allow a wide range of individuals and businesses to receive 

the support they need wherever they are in Scotland. This consistency and branding 

across Scotland is an important strength that is often overlooked. 

This structure also means the organisation is well connected, informed with the latest 

knowledge and can signpost to partner organisations as appropriate. The service fills 

a gap in the market where an entrepreneur may not have certain skills or knowledge 

to maximise the chances of their business success. Business Gateway is an 

important element in building a strong, vibrant and diverse Scottish economy. 

 

2. What are your views on the quality of the following services delivered by 
Business Gateway: 

(i) Online services; 
(ii) Workshops, events and training; 
(iii) Business adviser service. 

 
(i) The online services are very good with a wide range of topics and 

resources in different formats. There are now video tutorials as well as 
business guides. Online services provided by Business Gateway have the 
advantage of offering help for businesses without a hidden agenda. For 
example, other information sites may be promoting a product or idea that 
will benefit them. There is a lot of information available online but Business 
Gateway information specifically relates to Scotland. As the site is 
government funded there is no advertising or hidden commercial motives 
for users to worry about. 

 

Business Gateway is continually updating and evolving the online services 

but it may benefit from a full time person solely dedicated to providing 

advice through online services. Most clients require information and online 

is the most efficient and cost effective way to do this. Perhaps the remit of 

the national unit could be strengthened to take advantage of changing 

consumer habits and expectations. 

(ii) Workshops are valuable for those thinking about starting their own 
business. They provide social reinforcement and can build confidence. 
The quality of the content is high but successful workshops rely on 
individual trainers to bring the content alive and use engaging relevant 
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examples. In 2017/18 the city/shire area delivered 293 free business 
workshops catering for over 2,500 attendees. This was the highest number 
of attendees in Scotland. 

 

(iii) Advisers are key to the businesses with the greatest potential to create 
jobs and export. The quality of the services is highly dependent on the 
skills and experience of the adviser. The products available via the adviser 
including those provided by SE are crucial to the overall package of 
support. Advisers are selected according to their skills, knowledge and 
experience to support the different business needs. In addition, advisers 
will make use of colleague skills to deliver the best support to that 
business.   

 
 

3. Has the quality of service changed over the years? 
 

I believe standards have been maintained. The use of the website and the 

sourcing of information online has increased. For the last contract which started 

in April 2017 increased emphasis was put on growth and employment.  

 
4. Why do some new and existing businesses choose not to use Business 

Gateway? 
 

Reasons include: 

Don’t require help – key personnel have run businesses before. 

Have a mentor, family friend or other business professional giving them advice. 

Don’t know what help is available. 

Don’t think Business Gateway can help them (by remit, competence or industry 

knowledge). 

 

 
5. Can you give the Committee examples of how Business Gateway is helping 

existing businesses to grow; for example - starting to export, innovate or 
employ more staff? 

 

Case study example 

UWA Tequila Ltd 

https://www.uwatequila.com/  

Owner: Michael Ballantyne 

Adviser: Gordon Mackay 

 

 

 

https://www.uwatequila.com/
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Business Gateway received an approach from the two Directors involved in a fledgling business, 

UWA Tequila Ltd. The business was established in September 2016. The two founding Directors had 

an ambitious business concept to develop a Scottish craft tequila business. The owners already had 

plenty of enthusiasm but needed help in determining the best growth strategy and making the most 

of the concept that they had developed. The business was quickly identified by Business Gateway 

Aberdeen City and Shire as having excellent growth opportunity and as it was operating in one of the 

key local growth segments of Food and Drink, the enquiry was quickly routed through to Growth 

Pipeline business adviser Gordon Mackay due to his strong sales background and previous 

experience of advising businesses from this particular sector.  

Very early in their Business Gateway relationship the two Directors decided to part company and the 

remaining Director became increasingly reliant on the support provided by Gordon.  

Gordon realised that the business owner needed to consider the best way to take what was at that 

stage a good idea and move it forward in the best manner and the establishment of a clear strategy 

was key. Gordon arranged for an initial general strategy workshop to provide the owner with a 

challenging environment that would help to shape his options moving forward. An introduction was 

made to a representative from Scotland’s Food and Drink to provide further sectoral expertise. This 

was subsequently followed by an international strategy workshop which focussed on overseas 

development including establishing the relationship with Mexico. This also enabled Gordon to 

introduce SDI to the business and the local manager was engaged in the business’s development. 

This resulted in the establishment of a robust 5 year strategy that presented the owner with the 

necessary clarity to grow the business.  

The business progressed with some momentum and a USP was established which would see the 

product distilled in Mexico but matured within Speyside Whisky barrels thereby coupling two iconic 

internationally renowned products into a unique offering. At this point in time a bottle was 

presented which was very distinctive and it was felt by the owner that this would support the 

intended niche market for this premium product. Gordon introduced Scottish Enterprise’s sectoral 

specialist and together they considered how the product would be placed to scale its growth. It was 

concluded that this bottle, while distinctive, would not represent a viable vessel moving forward due 

to the cost of production and likely storage and handling difficulties. Gordon co-ordinated further 

market research which supported the view that the bottle’s design wasn’t as significant in the 

purchasing decision as first thought. An alternative design was established and Gordon worked with 

Scottish Enterprise to secure a product development grant amounting to £21,000, some 30% of the 

£70,000 project costs. Sales last year amounted to £200,000. The business’s future looks very 

promising with recent investment secured of $510,000 and a distinctive brand and product range in 

place. The business will continue to work on building on these foundations and plan to grow its 

production, sales, markets and employees during this financial year.   

Business Gateway support has been invaluable in helping the business owner to navigate through 

the initial structural difficulties. The business was quickly identified as having the potential for 

growth and so was routed through to a Business Adviser with the necessary experience and skillset 

to support them. He has engaged a network of additional support which has led to product 
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development financial support but more importantly the opportunity for the business owner to 

access the necessary support to lay the foundations for sustained future growth.  

 

“I can’t thank you enough not only for the support but for the enthusiasm that you both share for 

the brand – it’s a pretty awesome working with others that see the vision that I have for UWA”.  

 

Michael Ballantyne, Founder UWA Tequila 

6. How well have local authorities run Business Gateway services? What are 
your views on whether services are best delivered ‘in-house’ or contracted 
out? 

 

Since 2008 Local Authorities have delivered a high quality business support 

service. The brand has continued to strengthen and is widely recognised by the 

public as the gateway to support for anything business related. Aberdeenshire 

Council has not made any cuts to the Business Gateway budget and by setting 

high targets to reach, our contractor works hard to deliver support to our local 

businesses. 

 

Other sources of advice and support 

 
7. What are the alternative sources of advice, funding and support available to 

Scotland’s businesses at a local level? 
 

Advice can be obtained from the Federation of Small Businesses and the local 
Chamber of Commerce. These organisations supplement Business Gateway 
support by providing additional training and exporting opportunities. There are 
many national schemes which are delivered on a local basis such as The 
Prince’s Trust and Interface. 
 
Aberdeenshire Council has its own funding scheme to support local businesses. 
Key projects can also be funded if they are of economic benefit. Wider funding is 
available for businesses across Scotland via start-up loans, commercial lenders 
and the Business Loan Scotland scheme. 

 
 

8. Where are there gaps in business support at a local level? What could be 
done to fill any gaps?  

 

ERDF has allowed the council to plug a gap where existing businesses who have 

the potential to grow but not enough to be eligible for Business Gateway growth 

services can now get support.  

 

One area that occasionally causes a problem are the maximum time periods that 

Business Gateway and Scottish Enterprise services operate by. For example a 

growth company may work with a growth adviser but progress is initially slow. By 
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the time the company is ready for further input or outside investment it may be 

that they have to be exited from the service just when they need the most help. 

It is also recognised that often the physical infrastructure can hold back a 

business for example if there is a lack of affordable commercial units in a 

particular area. 

 
9. What other business support services (beyond the Business Gateway) are 

provided by local authorities and how important are they to local businesses? 
 

In addition to the information provided in part c, page 3 above, Local Authorities 

provide important business advice and support around services such as 

environmental health, waste, planning and trading standards. Complying with 

statutory requirements is vital for businesses and local authorities balance the 

provision of support and training with compliance monitoring. Industry or sector 

support can be given with events organised and advice given. In partnership with 

Aberdeen City, a series of procurement events are delivered to help local 

businesses bid for council contracts. These have proved popular and have 

resulted in local companies winning more council contracts. 
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